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§ 3367. Requirement for efficient use by intel-
ligence community of open-source intel-
ligence 

The Director of National Intelligence shall en-
sure that the intelligence community makes ef-
ficient and effective use of open-source informa-
tion and analysis. 

(Pub. L. 108–458, title I, § 1052(b), Dec. 17, 2004, 118 
Stat. 3683.) 

CODIFICATION 

Section was formerly classified as a note under sec-

tion 403–1 of this title prior to editorial reclassification 

as this section. 

§ 3368. Assistance for governmental entities and 
private entities in recognizing online violent 
extremist content 

(a) Assistance to recognize online violent extrem-
ist content 

Not later than 180 days after May 5, 2017, and 
consistent with the protection of intelligence 
sources and methods, the Director of National 
Intelligence shall publish on a publicly available 
Internet website a list of all logos, symbols, in-
signia, and other markings commonly associ-
ated with, or adopted by, an organization des-
ignated by the Secretary of State as a foreign 
terrorist organization under section 1189(a) of 
title 8. 

(b) Updates 

The Director shall update the list published 
under subsection (a) every 180 days or more fre-
quently as needed. 

(Pub. L. 115–31, div. N, title IV, § 403, May 5, 2017, 
131 Stat. 820.) 

§ 3369. Encouragement of cooperative actions to 
detect and counter foreign influence oper-
ations 

(a) Findings 

Congress makes the following findings: 
(1) The Russian Federation, through mili-

tary intelligence units, also known as the 
‘‘GRU’’, and Kremlin-linked troll organiza-
tions often referred to as the ‘‘Internet Re-
search Agency’’, deploy information warfare 
operations against the United States, its allies 
and partners, with the goal of advancing the 
strategic interests of the Russian Federation. 

(2) One line of effort deployed as part of 
these information warfare operations is the 
weaponization of social media platforms with 
the goals of intensifying societal tensions, un-
dermining trust in governmental institutions 
within the United States, its allies and part-
ners in the West, and generally sowing divi-
sion, fear, and confusion. 

(3) These information warfare operations are 
a threat to the national security of the United 
States and that of the allies and partners of 
the United States. As former Director of Na-
tional Intelligence Dan Coats stated, ‘‘These 
actions are persistent, they are pervasive and 
they are meant to undermine America’s de-
mocracy.’’. 

(4) These information warfare operations 
continue to evolve and increase in sophistica-
tion. 

(5) Other foreign adversaries and hostile 
non-state actors are increasingly adopting 
similar tactics of deploying information war-
fare operations against the West, such as re-
cent state-backed operations from China 
around the Hong Kong protests identified by 
social media companies. 

(6) Technological advances, including artifi-
cial intelligence, will only make it more dif-
ficult in the future to detect fraudulent ac-
counts, deceptive material posted on social 
media, and malign behavior on social media 
platforms. 

(7) Because these information warfare oper-
ations are deployed within and across private 
social media platforms, the companies that 
own these platforms have a responsibility to 
detect and facilitate the removal or neutral-
ization of foreign adversary networks operat-
ing clandestinely on their platforms. 

(8) The social media companies are inher-
ently technologically sophisticated and adept 
at rapidly analyzing large amounts of data and 
developing software-based solutions to diverse 
and ever-changing challenges on their plat-
forms, which makes them well-equipped to ad-
dress the threat occurring on their platforms. 

(9) Independent analyses confirmed Kremlin- 
linked threat networks, based on data pro-
vided by several social media companies to the 
Select Committee on Intelligence of the Sen-
ate, thereby demonstrating that it is possible 
to discern both broad patterns of cross-plat-
form information warfare operations and spe-
cific fraudulent behavior on social media plat-
forms. 

(10) General Paul Nakasone, Director of the 
National Security Agency, emphasized the im-
portance of these independent analyses to the 
planning and conducting of military cyber op-
erations to frustrate Kremlin-linked informa-
tion warfare operations against the 2018 mid- 
term elections. General Nakasone stated that 
the reports ‘‘were very, very helpful in terms 
of being able to understand exactly what our 
adversary was trying to do to build dissent 
within our nation.’’. 

(11) Institutionalizing ongoing robust, inde-
pendent, and vigorous analysis of data related 
to foreign threat networks within and across 
social media platforms will help counter on-
going information warfare operations against 
the United States, its allies, and its partners. 

(12) Archiving and disclosing to the public 
the results of these analyses by the social 
media companies and trusted third-party ex-
perts in a transparent manner will serve to 
demonstrate that the social media companies 
are detecting and removing foreign malign ac-
tivities from their platforms while protecting 
the privacy of the people of the United States 
and will build public understanding of the 
scale and scope of these foreign threats to our 
democracy, since exposure is one of the most 
effective means to build resilience. 

(b) Sense of Congress 

It is the sense of Congress that— 
(1) the social media companies should co-

operate among themselves and with independ-
ent organizations and researchers on a sus-
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